
AUSTRALIA DAY REGATTA 2021 

Organizing Authority was CYCA / RSYS 

Wine Dark Sea 6188 v Crystal Cutter III 6661 

Hearing was conducted at the RSYS on Wednesday 3 February 2021 

Protest Committee: Erica Kirby, Timothy Cox & John Kirkjian 

Wine Dark Sea was represented by Peter Lowndes 

Crystal Cutter 111 was represented by Gary Vaughan 

 

FACTS FOUND 

 

1. The wind was from the North-East at 12-15knots, slight sea with a falling tide. 

2. 6188 had rounded the Lady Bay mark and was sailing down the harbour to Shark Island 

under spinnaker on starboard tack at a speed on 8/9 knots. 

3. 6661 was sailing down the harbour on port tack with a poled-out head sail at a speed of 

6/7 knots. 

4. 6188 and 6661 were sailing on a collision course. 

5. 6188 hailed starboard several times. 

6. 6661 held her course. 

7. 6188 believing a collision to be imminent bore away and continued hailing starboard to 

6661. 

8. 6661 continued to hold her course and there was contact between the spinnaker pole of 

6661 and the lifelines and solar panel structure of 6188. 

9. There was no penalty turn taken by either yacht.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

1. 6661 a port tack boat failed to keep clear of 6188 a starboard tack boat. 

2. 6661 as the give way boat took no action to avoid contact with 6188 the right of way boat 

when it was reasonably possible. 

3.  It was not reasonably possible for 6188 to avoid contact with 6661.  

 

RULES APPLICABLE 

 

RRS:  10, 14, 43.1c, 44.1, Definition “Keep Clear” & WS Case 50  

 

DECISION 

 

1. 6661 is to be scored DSQ in the Australia Day Regatta 2021 for her breach of RRS 10 & 

14.  

2. There was no damage, 6188 is exonerated for her breach of RRS14 pursuant to 43.1c 

                   

John C. Kirkjian 

Chairman 

  


